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You have 10 mins to find as many words
as possible using the letters in the wheel.
Each must use the hub letter and at least 3
others. Letters may be used only once. You
cannot use plurals, foreign words or proper
nouns. There is at least one 9-letter word to
be found.

How you rate:
15 words,
average;
20 words,
good;
25 words, very
good;
30 or more,
excellent.
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Across

7. Encompassing

boundary (13)

8. Stair rail (8)

9. Helps (4)

10. Volcano

mouth (6)

12. Complete (6)

14. Banquets (6)

16. Reaping

hook (6)

18. Motor cab (4)

20. Public (8)

22. Ignominious (13)

Down

1. Differ (8)

2. Handwriting (6)

3. Give out (4)

4. Intrepid (8)

5. Leave (6)

6. Frozen (4)

11. Resounding (8)

13. Trustworthy (8)

15. Slender (6)

17. Of a choir (6)

19. Parched (4)

21. Tense (4)

Across

7. A false drop (9,4)

8. Told, but possibly not needing to

be (8)

9. Measure of a patio (4)

10. There’s a lot he wants, obviously! (6)

12. Do let’s make changes for the

first-born! (6)

14. A long time and varied things to be

done (6)

16. Wit from a priest (6)

18. Mica in metal containers (4)

20. Sailors in the drink (8)

22. Faultlessly dressed – like perfect

partners? (7,6)

Down

1. You get all types in this trade (8)

2. Gave encores, naturally (6)

3. He raised Cain! (4)

4. Gold seam provides a pleasing

product (8)

5. Remained unusually steady (6)

6. Just a tree outside (4)

11. Not too heavy, literally speaking (8)

13. Insulted Pole is fired (8)

15. Heavenly stuff for a trance (6)

17. Writer with a point (6)

19. Puts on two pence in a shilling (4)

21. Thus duplicated, it’s mediocre (2-2)

Starting from 1, fill in the grid clockwise with four-letter words.
The last letter of each word becomes the first letter of the next
to reveal the key word in the shaded boxes.

1. Whip
2. Tor
3. Public pool
4. Not closed
5. Pleasant
6. Biblical garden
7. Immediately following
8. Discretion
9. Amphibian
10. Slimming plan
11. Group of players
12. Repast
13. Plunder
14. Ruffian
15. Insect
16. Novice
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Fill in the grid so that every row, column and
every 3x3 box contains the digits 1-9. There’s
no maths involved – just solve the puzzle
using reasoning and logic.
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DOUBLECROSSWORD

Cryptic:Across:7Crocodiletear;

8Informed;9Yard;10Bidder;

12Oldest;14Agenda;16Esprit;

18Talc;20Absinthe;

22Ideallysuited.Down:1Printing;

2Echoed;3Adam;4Gladsome;

5Stayed;6Fair;11Readable;

13Slighted;15Nectar;17Pencil;

19Adds;21So-so.

Quick:Across:7Circumference;

8Banister;9Aids;10Crater;

12Entire;14Feasts;16Sickle;

18Taxi;20National;

22Dishonourable.Down:1Disagree;

2Script;3Emit;4Fearless;

5Depart;6Iced;11Resonant;

13Reliable;15Slight;17Choral;

19Arid;21Taut.

WORDSPIRAL
1Lash;2Hill;3Lido;4
Open;5Nice;6Eden;7
Next;8Tact;9Toad;10
Diet;11Team;12Meal;
13Loot;14Thug;15
Gnat;16Tyro/Tiro.
Keyword:Toronto.

WORDWHEEL
REDOLENCE
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Puzzles and horoscopes

Quick

Cryptic

Keyword clue:
A Canadian city
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ARIES (March 21 – April 20) A little confusion at the beginning of
the week may be due to someone close not making a decision.
Perhaps they just forgot? For sure you need to find out. As much
as someone wants to please you they may be unsure how. Maybe
they can help you to find a new approach to both your love and
your work life? Conversations are for having. Preferably face to
face.

TAURUS (April 21 – May 21) Keep a sharp eye open for
challenges at work. Try to be ready to answer a tricky question.
Some conversations seem disjointed. Could it be because you do
not know all the facts? You may not want to, but planning ahead
leaves plenty of leisure time for love. Other things on your mind?
Please be honest about what you need in life and make the effort
to get there. You won’t regret it.

GEMINI (May 22 – June 21) Delay with someone making a
decision gives you the chance to change your mind, if that is what
you want. What with holidays and moves, people are coming and
going in your life. Do you suspect that a friendship has run its
course? Maybe the other person feels the same. No need to ask
the question. Just pull back and see what happens. Probably not
very much, but be kind.

CANCER (June 22 – July 22) Pace yourself at the beginning of
what will be a very active week. Realise how successful you can
be if you refuse to be held back. Those who need to be convinced
that you are on the right track may want explanations. You don’t
have to provide them as actions speak louder than words. As the
weekend approaches there is a growing sense of freedom. Are
you now ready to take a new path?

LEO (July 23 – August 23) Taking a chance on love could really
pay off, but pick your moment! A sense of contentment comes
over you midweek as you realise exactly what you want. Perhaps
it is what you already have? Awkward moments at work lead you
to question an idea. If you are going to make a suggestion here,
be diplomatic. Be ready to join others at the weekend for some
fun and frolics.

VIRGO (August 24 – September 23) Don’t be shy about asking
for help with a plan. You could be doing someone a favour.
Whatever you do this week, let yourself feel and enjoy the moment
when it all comes together. Some probing questions from a friend
may make you feel uncomfortable. When you know why you will
see the humour in it. Let invitations come at the weekend but be
choosy which you accept.

LIBRA (September 24 – October 23) This is the time to ask
for what you want and have a good chance of getting it. Just
because someone has said no in the past does not mean that
they cannot change their mind! Indeed, it is the best time to ask
for money owed to you. Keep those finances in tip-top condition
in these volatile times. It is a bad time to rely on the generosity of
others. Stay sharp.

SCORPIO (October 24 – November 22) You don’t have to twist
anyone’s arm to get what you want this week. Just use your
charm and knowledge. This time is one of action and surprises.
You take the action and others are surprised! Some moves may
seem out of character but not to someone who really knows you.
When you have a chance to show your talents you are capable of
really shining! Give it your all!

SAGITTARIUS (November 23 – December 21) Giving a good
impression to a possible partner involves being charming and
at your best. Yes, it is worth the effort! Nothing can upset your
applecart this week, not even a stubborn mule-type character.
Showing others that you have more than one string to your bow
makes them realise that winding you up is just a waste of time.
You just aren’t having it!

CAPRICORN (December 22 – January 20) Stop finding excuses
not to act. The stage is set for your success. A difficult conversation
of last week seems to have cleared the air. Being mates again
means making a real effort and thinking about it. Nothing is for
nothing! Something or someone who you were really keen about
is suddenly of no interest to you. Are you being fickle? No. There
is something better now.

AQUARIUS (January 21 – February 19) This may be your last
chance to get organised before a big event. At this time you
can really appreciate what others mean to you. Don’t wait until
a birthday or celebration to show your appreciation. Anyone or
anything that has made your life difficult over the last year now
needs to go. Try as you may there is not much chance of this
particular leopard changing its spots!

PISCES (February 20 – March 20) This is not a week to either
gamble or take chances on love. Someone close may ask a favour
that you cannot grant. Of course you feel guilty about it. You are
human, after all! Find someone who can help you out here. An
artistic project sees success. Have you at last written that novel?
Well, there is something very creative going on in your life and it
is doing you good.


